Benefits of Professionally
Installed Window Film
For your home
Provides UV Protection

Professionally installed window film blocks
up to 99% of UV rays from passing through
unprotected glass.
The sun can create hot spots, making
rooms too hot or filled with glare and can
ruin expensive furniture, antiques and fade
rugs and hardwood floors.

Reduces Heat and Glare

It saves on home cooling costs; one-third
of a home’s heating and cooling costs
can be lost through windows that are not
energy efficient.
On average, window film provides up to
55% rejection of heat that offers more
efficient air conditioning.

Keeps You Safe and Secure
Accidents and storms can shatter windows
without warning, sending flying shards
of glass everywhere. This risk can be
dramatically reduced with safety and
security window films. It also makes it more
difficult for an intruder to smash through
your windows.

Protects On the Go

Harmful ultraviolet (UVA) rays that
contribute to premature aging and skin
cancer can penetrate through unprotected
automobile glass – whether it’s a sunny day
or not.
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Cost Efficient
For a single family home, window film
installation can range, on average, from
$3 to $11 per square foot, a very reasonable
expense when compared to purchasing
new windows.

For the road and in your car

Drivers in the U.S. have a higher rate of skin
cancer on their left side due ultra violet ray
exposure while driving.
Since window film blocks more than 99%
of harmful UV rays, the Skin Cancer
Foundation recommends window tint as part
of a comprehensive skin care program.

Eases Visibility

A window film’s tint level is known as its
visible light transmittance (VLT). This rating
indicates how much light can pass through
the window and how much visibility there is
both inside and outside the vehicle.

Know the Rules

Consumers should be familiar with local
laws that govern vehicle window films before
making a decision on installation.

For more information and to learn more the benefits of professionally installed window film by visiting IWFA.com
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